Hello everyone,
Here is as promised more stuff to ponder. If you have not yet read
what I wrote on December 16, you may want to read it first at http://
www.earthrainbownetwork.com/pdf/Back_in_the_Saddle.pdf.
Please note this, above, is a revised final version with a link to the
French version at the bottom if need be.
This is THE Moment we have been anticipating for years… for
lifetimes indeed.

In the deepest recess of our soul’s heart where the memories of our
own creation and of the multitudinous experiences we went through up
to this very NOW moment are held, the vision of what lies ahead for us
all, of what we have been striving towards for so many aeons is
shining like a space-time beacon guiding us Home.
We are at the fulcrum pivotal moment in the Continuum where the
long awaited liberation of countless souls from the searing grip of fear
is happening in the blink of a cosmological eye – numerous centuries
from our linear time perspective, but precious few little nanoseconds
at the time scale of eternity. To get a wide enough perspective to

better appreciate the scope and significance of what is transpiring, we
need to undertake a narrative journey that will test and stretch your
ability to encompass in your mind that for which you may not have
enough preparation to see without the obstructive influence of doubt
and disbelief. Or you may… in which case you should reach more easily
the pinnacle of a universal vista from where the radiating resonance of
deep Knowledge rekindled will soar in you, beloved soul.
Imagine a time long past in the ever flowing movement of
timelessness when all that existed was the sense of your own
Presence, as yet unmanifested. The big creative Fiat had not occurred
yet, the ocean of galaxies and their untold trillions of worlds had not
formed yet, the infinite constellation of life forms, perceptible or not,
had not been manifested yet. But That Which senses in you was
pregnant with all of that, curled deep down in the infinitely complex
matrix of Source, as so many promises that would one day bloom to
fruition in celebration of the orgasmic creative potential of That Which
existed before All That is, and will exist forever when All That Is is no
more.
Seeing "things" from this viewpoint activates dormant channels in you
which have always kept you in entangled touch with Source. The sense
of Oneness goes very deep indeed… and yet always floats cloaked just
behind the façade our your outward layer of consciousness, the one
that ignores so much it doesn’t know it ignores that much.
So here and now you are, primed and ready to hear your story… well,
not the whole Story, it would take forever, literally. A rough sketch will
suffice to get you startled, and started or propelled forward on your
own journey of self-discovery. For, you see, you have to make the
effort, to set aside time and explore the landscape on your own for this
information to have relevance and significance to you. Without your
involvement, it will just remain a nice story, like a fairy tale of no
consequence to how you think and feel.
Again, imagine a lush planet teeming with millions of life forms. Let’s
call it Terra. It sits on the edge of an unremarkable galaxy in an
unremarkable neighborhood of this universe. It is not the first one
where the primeval soup has ripened into planet-wide ecosystems
forming an intricately connected web of life. And it is definitely not the

only one. Life is a normal by-product of the natural laws governing this
creation. Terra has seen many civilizations come and go as it slowly
matured through it multiple spasms of mass extinction ans mass
resurgence of Life. This current civilization is indeed merely the latest
instance of its many incarnations, just like you. And, as a soul, you
have been around for much longer than you currently think. You’ve
seen it all, arising, thriving, exploring, expanding, conflicting, bustling,
exhausting and vanishing, with relatively few remnants of past
iterations still visible despite the abundance of archeological finds so
far. And you will most likely be around as well for many more. But this
time it won’t be merely limited to a single planetary field of
experience. This galaxy is waiting for us to rise and shine like few
others did before in the profusion of other civilizations that have come
and gone, or are still perfectly thriving.
But what is so special about us, humans? So far, we don’t seem to be
a particularly stellar example of intelligence and foresight. We have
laid waste to much of the life-sustaining biotope we depend on for long
term survival and seem to care very little about the living conditions
our descendants will have to deal with. We built more than enough
nuclear fire power to obliterate many times over most life forms on our
planet. Are we even worth protecting and saving? Apparently so. You
see, there are many advanced, spiritually evolved civilizations that
care enough for us to have prevented on numerous occasions the
nuclear madness from blowing us all up, and to have done continuous
behind-the-curtains efforts to help us reach this point where we are
finally getting ready to collectively entertain the fact that we are not
alone in this universe, and thus take the first steps towards creating a
global, peaceful and united civilization that could be welcome by those
that have contributed to make this possible.
However most people still have a pretty skewed and distorted
perception about other intelligent life forms theoretically existing
somewhere out there. And there is a whole convoluted set of reasons
why most have been conditioned through the pervading influence of
corporate media and entertainment industry to view them as a
potential existential threat to all of us. Of course, anyone who is
curious and discerning enough can today find enough evidence of non
Terran beings manifesting their presence to humans in all kinds of
ways since the early 40’s and even well before "modern" times. Those

who are at the forefront of the investigation into this vast subject have
come to understand that behind the veil of outer appearances
studiously maintained by corporate media and government officialdom,
there lies a vast apparatus of secret black projects that have been
surreptitiously funded over the past 70 years to built a kind of parallel
civilization with fleets of small and large spaceships that can "take ET
home" as Ben Rich, Lockheed Skunk Works director, famously revealed
in 1995.
These outstanding developments have been kept hidden to most for
various reasons, some acceptable, some not. But this is a complicated
topic and the point of this is not to draft a detailed description of what
happened and why. Most people need tangible evidence to accept
things lying outside of the realm of the commonly accepted paradigm
or cultural consensus about what is politically and socially correct to
believe in. And that is fine. In fact, it is more than fine. It is essential.
For without enough reliable proofs, we have been repeatedly led to
believe in strongly abhorrent things for many centuries — just think
about the religious conflicts that have left a bloody trail of martyred
innocents behind them, or about Nazism, communism, capitalism,
globalization and other similar dogmatic beliefs responsible for so
much suffering and destruction. Many are easily misled, because we
know so little about who we really are and all we can become.
But change is here. It’s happening in large part through the millions of
souls who came to assist in the current transition to a new era of Light
and Love unlike anything that happened before. "Coincidentally", a
good friend of mine recommended me to watch a short video last
December 9. It is entitled A GATHERING OF THE TRIBES. I
recommend you give it a look too. Here is the link: https://youtu.be/
XinVOpdcbVc
And here is what I wrote to her just after watching it.
Spoiler Alert! You may want to watch it before reading this…
"Thanks Kate. This is indeed a nice story that speaks to many people
(as we can see in the comments under the video) who experience the
same feeling of not really fitting in this tough place, and sensing a

deep calling rising through the now widening cracks in the wall of
oblivion.
It's metaphoric of course, but the fact is millions of starseeds from
other civilizations and dimensions have incarnated here to facilitate
this planet’s transition into a higher dimension, forgetting at first their
true identity and mission, and then gradually discovering them after
adjusting as best as they could to the conditions down here.
And all souls here, including the newbies, are each part of a tightly
knitted family of usualy about 15 souls (according to Michael Newton’s
discoveries as described in Journey of the Soul) sharing the
evolutionary journey as they go from one life experience to the next,
with assimilation and regeneration stints in the higher dimension of
Love where we all come from, before going back for another "rotation"
in the physical realm.
If we could suddenly remember it all at once and realize how
majestically wonderful and Loveful our soul journey is, we would melt
into such a tearful bliss and could not believe that such a powerful
memory spell is possible to deprive us of this immortal Knowledge
about Who We Are.
The global meditations I've been led to facilitate over the past 21
years were part of the preparation stage for what is just about to
happen on a massive global scale. This has been a privilege and
wonderful opportunity to be of service to my beloved thousands of
companions in this journey who have been touched at some point in
its long arc in time.
Many of these starseeds who have managed well with their respective
missions are now celebrated on the other side of the veil for their
growing accomplishments, as well as in the magnificent star ships that
have gathered in our solar system to also facilite the astounding rise in
collective awakening and liberation that is about to transpire, with farreaching repercussions in the space-time Continuum for this galaxy
and many others nearby.
Even the Council of Nine and representatives from the Intergalactic
Confederation have converged here to witness the crowning

achievement of plans set in motion a very, very long time ago. [see
https://exopolitics.org/contact-with-council-of-nine-24-et-seederraces/] The Universal Consciousness Field is quivering in anticipation of
what is already a bright, dazzling future just ahead in the Continuum.
It is just before the first faint glimmers of dawn that darkness is at its
most intense — that things seem the worst right before they improve.
To many, this darkness seems utterly oppressive and endless right
now. But I've felt for years what is coming once the sun of Love rises
on the horizon and bathes this beloved planet with its glorious healing
rays. Soon in half a century, in the blink of a cosmic eye, the souls of
this planet will join the far greater family of evolved and peace-loving
worlds among which a destiny beyond our wildest imaginings awaits us
- and it will BE us all who will partake in this collective return Home of
the prodigal children of Source."
(End of quote)
I felt it was fitting to share this with you. Both because it helps
prepare us for the upcoming solstice meditation and because you too
need the opportunity to find what I deem to be a relatively reliable
source — at https://exopolitics.org — to further explore this complex
topic. Of course, you need to use your own soul discernment when
digging into this. You take what feels right to you and leave aside what
does not. Through this vast and old website from Michael Sallas, I
discovered a book by Elena Danaan who offers tantalizing stories
about her personal direct contacts with a very close friend from
another civilization where Elena’s soul is from. I thought you might
enjoy an excerpt (“A message from the Star Visitors” below) from this
book "We Will Never Let You Down: Encounters with Val Thor and
Journeys Beyond Earth" which you can easily find on the Web.
I will leave you with this for now and write back to you Sunday
evening with the final instructions for the Solstice meditation
"Symphony of Souls" this coming Tuesday..
Jean / Amanumenoum
This is archived at http://www.earthrainbownetwork.com/pdf/
This_is_THE_Moment.pdf

It is also posted at https://www.facebook.com/AwakeningKeys/posts/
1801843483359709
*******
A message from the Star Visitors
Thor Han Eredyon – Galactic Federation of Worlds To the People of
Terra
There are coming times of understanding when we will know each
other through our differences, accepting through differences our
common status as members of the same cosmic family.
We have come from far and near. We have come from space and time
to lend our hand in love and peace. We came to fight alongside your
armies for justice and balance, for freedom and for life, for the rights
and dignity of all sentient life forms in this galaxy, honoring and
defending the great universal principle of evolution, serving and
preserving the values that bind us all together In the woven web of
cosmic consciousness, serving and preserving all life as yours. We are
people like you, only born somewhere else.
But in the embrace of Source we are members of the same family. The
Galactic Federation of Worlds and the Higher Councils are welcoming
Terra with pride and love Into the new galactic era and a future of
limitless possibilities.
Declaration of Cosmic Cooperation
Because of the course of events on Earth, it has become necessary for
we humans to declare our desire to join with peaceful civilizations
throughout the Universe to save Earth and ourselves from our own
excessive self-interest.
We desire to use our creativity to assure that all living things on Earth
are free to enjoy the resources and beauty of Creation now and
throughout future generations. We hold these truths to be sacred and
undeniable; that all are created with the right to enjoy the Universe

and receive sustenance; all are endowed with certain inalienable
rights, among these are Life, Liberty, and the realization of Happiness;
that to secure these rights we recognize that the denial of the rights of
any living thing affects the rights of all beings in the Universe.
Civilizations are legitimized by their ability to promote these rights for
all life now and in the future.
They should exist for the purpose of recognizing and serving the unity
of life.
To the extent that they promote primarily their own identity, they
inhibit the recognition and implementation of this unity. Extreme
identification with any part of the whole Cosmos, be it a particular
region of the Cosmos, a planet, nation, religion, race, institution, or
species is detrimental to individual and collective peace throughout the
Universe.
We humans have changed life on Earth.
We have converted valuable resources into waste products.
We have threatened the very existence of life on Earth with our
weapons of mass destruction, mass pollution, and mass poverty.
We have allowed our strong desire for independence to interfere with
our innate and natural qualities of goodness, love, and sharing.
We have been lured into the belief that our individual lives are more
important than the lives of others, wherever they reside.
We humans now choose to change our approach to all of life to be that
of service-to others, rather than service-to-self.
We vow to eliminate our over-identification with our particular
individual lives and with our planet.
We vow to create a new sense of cooperation that values the life force
within everything.

We pledge our lives to cocreating a Universe where all beings can
more easily remember their natural freedom, unity, and goodness.
We pledge that we, the people of Earth, shall strive to become
peaceful and productive members of the Universal community of
beings.
- Tom Hansen, Ph.D.
It may be felt as an emotional moment when we come to complete a
cycle. But as I have learned with my beautiful friends, circles have no
beginning and no end. Sometimes, circles can be a spiral seen from
above or even a sphere in disguise. When we change perspective, we
understand that time is revolving infinitely, and that every completion
is just a new beginning, that transits to a higher level, carried with
grace on the arms of a spiral. These are the cycles of the seasons, of
night and day, of dark and light, of death and life. Time is the
breathing of the Universe, its eternal heartbeat. Time is not linear; it is
a sphere, where each point is at equidistance from the center. And at
the epicenter of the sphere, is Awareness.
Planet Earth is undergoing its great “Revolution”, right now, reaching
out to a higher level on the unravelling arm of the spiral, emerging
gloriously from its dark night of the soul. We have overcome the
darkness and we are now embracing the golden light of dawn. It is not
the time to look back anymore; it is the time to look forward. The
future is amazing, it is seeded already in the present. I was shown the
future of Terra. I was shown a world in peace, a unified world of
federated countries, each keeping its identity and culture, as things
should be naturally, starting first at an individual level. This is the
difference between a new world order and a new free world. Both may
seem unified, but in fact these two systems are completely opposite. A
new world order annihilates freedom at all levels, divides to conquer,
erases identities and takes the power away from the people. A new
free world celebrates identity and individuality, unifies in peace and
empowers the people. This is where we are heading to: a peaceful
federated world of free individuals.
The greatest challenge ever, for humanity of Earth, is to get on with
each other, and it starts within, at an individual level. We need not to

wait for the governments to do it. It is up to us, to do it ourselves,
because liberation will come from within. Once we heal our wounds, no
one can hurt us anymore. We stop being vulnerable to manipulation
and mind-control. We are free from our chains.
“Justice is transforming pain into peace.”
I think a famous Egaroth said that? Once we heal inside and make
peace within ourselves, we don’t need anymore to project our conflicts
outside, appealing to people who will respond to the same energy.
Once we heal inside, we are at peace, and we radiate peace. And this
is how you change humanity at a planetary level. It all starts within,
this is the key. A key which was left by the wise ancients, carved in the
stones of a Greek temple in Delphi: “Know thyself”.
This is the key to everything.

